1. In Allergic by Megan Wagner Lloyd and Michelle Mee Nutter, what flavor ice-cream does mom request when dad offers to buy?
   A. Pistachio (pg 46)

2. In Zeus and the Thunderbolt of Doom by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams, why does Poseidon hope the trident isn’t in the sea?
   A. He doesn’t know how to swim! (pg 97)

3. In The Midnight Children by Dan Gemeinhart, what silly character voice does Ravani ask Fred to perform while visiting the café?
   A. Lovesick sailor (pg 41)

4. 2 part question: In A True Home by Kallie George, what were the names of Mona’s parents?
   A. Madeline AND Timothy (pg 126)

5. In The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste, on what night do the dead have the power to seek out the living?
   A. All Hallow’s Eve

6. In The Lion of Mars by Jennifer L. Holm, what language does Bell decide to learn once the settlements start visiting each other?
   A. Finnish (pg 242)

7. In New From Here by Kelly Yang, what sweet food does Knox write about in his first post as Christopher’s publicist?
   A. Honey Walnut Prawns (pg 226)

8. In rez dogs by Joseph Bruchac, how long are the student presentations about their stories?
   A. Ten minutes (pg 172) OR ten minutes with a two minute break

9. In Swim Team by Johnnie Christmas, what final team do the Manatees beat to qualify for the state championship?
   A. The Tiger Sharks (pg 184)

10. In The List of Things That Will Not Change by Rebecca Stead, what is the title of Grandpa’s first story tape?
    A. Frog and Toad (pg 79)

11. In Ways to Make Sunshine by Renee Watson, who do Kiki and Ryan agree is a really good singer?
    A. Hannah (pg 155)
12. In The Mixed-up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler, where did Claudia first hide her violin case at the museum?
   A. In a sarcophagus (pg 44)

13. In When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller, why did Eggi cry when she was the moon?
   A. Everyone stared up at her (pg 38)

14. In The Trouble With Chickens by Doreen Cronin, what reason does Moosh give to be the one taking off Vince's funnel?
   A. She has the sharpest beak (pg 104)

15. In Flor and Miranda Steal the Show by Jennifer Torres, Miranda says her final song is loved by what animal?
   A. Rabbits (pg 183)

16. In Molly and the Twin Towers by Jessika Fleck, other than Ground Zero, what name is given to the fenced-in area damaged by the towers?
   A. The Frozen Zone (pg 95)